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Tissue Stent

Background

Within medicine it is known that hypertensions in lumen as well as in tissue may lead to

severe problems.

For example it is known that hypertension in the vena portae hepatis (engl. Hepatic portal

vein) or in any branch thereof may be caused by changes of the liver tissue leading to

obstructions e.g. as a result of cirrhosis of the liver, or a liver carcinoma (primary cancer or

secondary cancer) or a (chronic) hepatitis just to mention a few.

To compensate for the portal hypertension natural shunts are developing shunting arterial

blood via veins towards the heart.

Other comparable situations are known as varix / varicose veins.

It is known that the shunt / varicose veins may also be found at other locations such as the

gastrointestinal tract or the esophagus.

These veins are prone to leakage which may be live threatening as most of these veins are

located within the body where treatment and / or discovery of a leakage is quite delicate.

In order to compensate portal hypertension, it has been proposed to introduce transjugular

intrahepatic portosystemic shunts, i.e. lumen shunts. These artificial shunts reduce the

hypertension and thereby counteract the development of "natural" shunts. These shunts may

be provided by minimal invasive surgery.



However, it is known that theses shunts are prone to increasing occlusion. Such occlusions

are reported to occur within a short time period, such that after a 12 month period up to 50 %

of these stent grafts are occluded by stenosis or other thrombotic material.

Such condition again affords intervention. Since any intervention is traumatic and risky, such

anew interventions are delayed as much as possible but needs regular control of the

passage through the stent graft.

Such regular control involves doppler- sonography which necessitates a lot of practice to

provide reliable results. As interpretation of these sonograms is rather complex, the results

are hardly comparable from one medical practitioner to another. Also such sonographic

examinations are quite expensive.

Hence, it would be preferable if a method and devices would exist allowing for precise

measurements at low costs.

Short description of the invention

To overcome one or more problems in the art, the invention proposes a tissue stent for

allowing passage of a fluid, the tissue stent being suited for implantation into the body of a

mammal.

The tissue stent according to the invention comprises a body forming said passage from an

entry side towards an exit side when implanted. The tissue stent according to the invention

comprises also at least two sensing portions, whereby a first sensing portion is arranged

near the entry side and whereby a second sensing portion is arranged near the exit side, the

first sensing portion and second sensing portion being pressure sensors. The tissue stent

according to the invention comprises an energy harvesting and storage portion and a

wireless sending portion for sending information indicative of the functional conditions of the

passage, whereby the at least two sensing portions and the wireless sending portion are

energized via the energy harvesting and storage section.



Further details are subject to the dependent claims and the description.

Short summary of the figures.

In the following detailed description reference will be made towards the figures, in which

Fig. 1 shows a schematic overview of a tissue stent according to the invention,

Fig. 2 shows another schematic overview of the tissues stent according to figure 1,

Fig. 3 shows another schematic overview of a tissue stent according to another aspect of

the invention,

Fig. 4 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of a tissue stent according to still another

aspect of the invention,

Fig. 5 shows a further aspect of embodiments of the invention,

Fig. 6 shows another aspect of embodiments of the invention,

Fig. 7 shows yet another aspect of embodiments of the invention,

Fig. 8 shows yet another aspect of embodiments of the invention,

Fig. 9 shows yet another aspect of embodiments of the invention,

Fig. 10 shows another aspect of the invention,

Fig. 11 shows an embodiment of the aspect of Figure 10 in greater detail, and

Fig. 12 shows another embodiment of the aspect of Figure 10 in greater detail.

Detailed description

The present disclosure describes preferred embodiments with reference to the Figures, in

which like reference signs represent the same or similar elements. Reference throughout this

specification to "one embodiment," "an embodiment," or similar language means that a

particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is

included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, appearances of the

phrases "in one embodiment," "in an embodiment," and similar language throughout this

specification may, but do not necessarily, all refer to the same embodiment.



The described features, structures, method steps or characteristics of the invention may be

combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. In the description, numerous

specific details are recited to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of the

invention.

I.e., unless indicated as alternative only any feature of an embodiment may also be utilized in

another embodiment.

In addition, even though at some occurrences certain features will be described with

reference to a single entity, such a description is for illustrative purpose only and actual

implantations of the invention may also comprise one or more of these entities. I.e. usage of

singular also encompasses plural entities unless indicated.

A tissue stent according to the invention is shown schematically in Figure 1 .

A tissue stent 1 according to the invention allows for passage of a fluid such as blood, the

tissue stent 1 is therefore suited for implantation into the body of a mammal, e.g. composed

of biocompatible materials or covered by biocompatible material.

Although described with reference to blood the concept offered by the invention may be used

with respect to other fluids as well. In addition, although described with respect to

determining a passage, it is clear to a person skilled in the art that the principles of the

invention may as well be used for determining a partial or full blockage of the passage.

The tissue stent 1 according to the invention comprises a body forming said passage from an

entry side IN towards an exit side OUT when implanted.

The tissue stent 1 according to the invention comprises also at least two sensing portions Si,

S2, whereby a first sensing portion S is arranged near the entry side IN and whereby a



second sensing portion S2 is arranged near the exit side OUT, the first sensing portion S

and second sensing portion S2 being pressure sensors Spressure .

It is to be understood that IN and OUT are merely of descriptive nature as blockage may be

determined as a pressure gradient / pressure difference relative to the first sensing portion S

and the second sensing portion S2.

Furthermore, it is also to be understood that a first sensing portion S and a second sensing

portion S2 is not be held as limiting but any number of sensing portions greater and equal to

two may be used. E.g. as shown in Figure 2 , when more than one sensor portion is used,

e.g. S ,i and S ,2 , at like positions, these sensor portions S and S ,2 may allow for more

reliability in that a cloth on one sensor portion may not jeopardize the results.

On the other hand if a third sensor S3 is place in between the first sensing portion S and the

second sensing portion S2, e.g. as shown in Figure 3 , more than one pressure gradient may

be calculated, e.g. between the first sensing portion S and the second sensing portion S2,

between the third sensing portion S3 and the first sensing portion Si, between the third

sensing portion S3 and the second sensing portion Si, thereby allowing for a finer granularity

and allowing for a more precise location information where a blockage may exist.

A sensor portion according to the invention is shown schematically in Figure 6 .

The tissue stent 1 according to the invention may also comprises an energy harvesting and

storage portion BAT, as well as a wireless sending portion TX for sending information

indicative of the functional conditions of the passage, whereby the at least two sensing

portions S , S2 and the wireless sending portion TX are energized via the energy harvesting

and storage section BAT.

The tissue stent 1 according to the invention also comprises an inductivity .The inductivity

is temporarily connected to the energy harvesting and storage portion BAT allowing for

energy harvesting. In times the inductivity l is not connected to the energy harvesting and

storage portion BAT the inductivity l may be used for one or more other purposes. In



particular, the inductivity l may be temporarily connected to the wireless sending portion TX

allowing for sending information. That is, the inductivity is emitting pulses according to a

prescribed scheme representing information of the tissue stent 1.

Unlike conventional stent grafts, the tissue stent 1 according to the invention provides for an

in-situ measurement which does not afford a highly trained medical practitioner.

Generally the tissue stent 1 according to the invention allows for measurement of the

pressure at the inflow IN of the passage and the exit OUT. Based on both pressure data a

pressure difference may be calculated (within the tissue stent or externally) thereby allowing

to determine whether the tissue stent is still functional, partially blocked or fully blocked.

It is to be noted that the design of a tissue stent having a multi-purpose inductivity leads to a

decreased size. This decreased size allows for easy transport towards a desired location of

use as well as allows for enhanced measurement functionality.

As such the tissue stent according to the invention allows for simplified and reliable controls

at lower costs.

The Tissue stent according to embodiments of the invention may be covered with a

biocompatible respectively bioresistive cover COV, in particular a PTFE-cover. Biocompatible

may also encompass that the cover COV exhibits certain additional properties as required,

e.g. inhibiting ingrowth, releasing drugs, etc.

This cover COV may be arranged such that a sensing portion S , S 2 , . . may even be partially

covered by the cover COV and may spare the actual pressure sensing area S
pressure

as can

be seen e.g. in figures 1-3 and 5 .

As shown in figures 1 to 3 a sensing portion S and S 2 is arranged near/at opposite ends of

the stent 1. The sensing areas may be arranged at bare ends such that the pressure sensor

Spressure is in contact with the fluid, e.g. arranged such that a fluid within the passage may



pressure the pressure sensor through a mesh structure forming a supporting body MESH of

the tissue stent 1. I.e. the tissue stent 1 is not completely covered by the cover COV but only

partially, in particular in the middle section. Such a cover COV thereby allows covering and

sealing electronic components of the sensing portions other than the actual pressure sensor

while still allowing for deployment of a stent and providing superior flexibility. E.g. the

supporting body MESH may be formed of a Nitinol like material having a certain number of

cross struts.

A tissue stent according to the invention may comprise e.g. 33 cross struts and 10 crowns

like the one shown in Figure 8 and 10 . The struts in between the crowns are designed such

that they are short and flexible in the center region of the tissue stent 1 while being rigid

towards the ends IN, OUT of the tissue stent 1. Thereby, the tissue stent 1 may be bend in

the center region allowing for flexibility within the tissue while the end portions IN, OUT

provide for stability e.g. for placement of the sensing portions S , S2.

According to embodiment of the invention the wireless sending portion TX is arranged to

harvest energy provided by external electro-magnetical fields.

I.e. the wireless sending portion may use an antenna / wire loop to collect electro-magnetical

fields. This antenna / wire loop may be the same as used for sending information but it may

also be a different antenna / wire loop for this particular purpose only.

In a further embodiment of the invention , the invention provides for an evaluation unit uC,

such as a microcontroller, a microprocessor, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)

or a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Such an evaluation unit uC allows for

evaluating sensor data received from the respective sensing portions before sending

information. E.g. the evaluation unit may derive information indicative of the functional

conditions of the passage, e.g. a pressure difference / a pressure gradient, before

transmitting the information, i.e. the pressure difference / pressure gradient, via the wireless

sending portion TX.



In an embodiment the wireless sending portion TX and the evaluation unit uC may be

embodied in a single unit. This combined unit will also be identified as sending portion TX.

As such the tissue stent 1 may be arranged such that it may easily deployed via

microsurgical devices and or intra-luminal deployment technologies such as stent

advancement via a catheter and expansion of the stent 1 at the required location, i.e. the

stent 1 is arranged for being expanded during the implantation process. Therefore, the stent

1 may comprise a mesh like supporting body MESH .

To allow for a simplified and cost-effective production , the sensing portions TX and / or the

wireless sending portion TX as well as other portions of the sensor portion may be arranged

on a flexible supporting layer LAY. This supporting layer is preferably flexible and may be a

flexible printed circuit board. This supporting layer LAY together with all pre-assembled

portions may then be arranged at specific positions relative to the supporting body MESH

before a cover COV is applied which thereby allows for fixating the supporting layer and at

least some of the portions arranged on the supporting layer LAY. Hence, the production may

be streamlined in that pre-assembled sensing portions S , S2, ... may be pre-produced on

respective supporting layers LAY. The supporting layer LAY may allow for some bending of

the tissue stent when being delivered such that tissue stent deployment is not detrimentally

affected by the provisioning of the sensing portions. E.g. the supporting layer LAY may

comprise a thin flexible polymeric sheet, e.g. made of / comprising polyimid. The supporting

layer LAY may also be biocompatible respectively bioresistive.

According to embodiments of the invention the wireless sending portion TX is arranged for

sending a unique identification ID. This ID may be unique with respect to a sensing portion or

may be unique with respect to a tissue stent. Whether an ID is provided per stent or per

sensing portion is subject to implementation . The purpose of the ID is to clearly identify each

tissue stent. Hence, even if a patient is implanted with more than one tissue stent according

to the invention, one would still be able to clearly recognize which information is originating

from a particular stent.

In addition, some embodiments may comprise a storage portion MEM for storing information

indicative of the functional conditions of the passage. Again , the information stored may be



raw-data of the sensing portions, evaluated data such as obtained by an evaluation unit uC

and the information may be stored such that the sensing portion of a particular data is

derivable.

The stored information may be used for additional evaluations either by the evaluation unit

uC or by an external unit after the data is sent thereto.

Consequently, the tissue stent may also allow for some interaction such that particular data

may be forwarded.

The wireless sending portion TX may be any kind of near field communication technology. In

particular it may conform to a Near Field Communication Standard. That is the system may

be energized and read out in a distance of up 50 cm. Hence, a patient, respectively the

tissue stents within the patient, may be read out contactless. Reading-out is thereby to be

understood as data indicative to the actual status, i.e. raw-data and/or evaluated data, but

may also relate to stored data and / or one or more unique ID.

The tissue stent 1 according to the invention is therefore particular suitable for the scenario

mentioned in the background section, i.e. it may be used within a liver.

In essence, the tissue stent 1 according to the invention is not a prosthesis for a lumen (intra

luminal prosthesis) but is a stent for tissue. I.e. the channel the stent keeps open is created

through a (micro-) surgical invention with the respective tissue. As such the tissue stent

allows for a wireless inspection of the passage by providing data indicative of the passage.

In case of using the tissue stent 1 in a liver, the tissue stent may allow monitoring of pre- and

post-hepatic pressure as well as flow properties and therefore allows objectively to control the

passage kept open by the tissue stent.

Since the tissue stent 1 is equipped with an energy harvesting in storage portion BAT, the

tissue stent requires no cables. Cables as known from other devices tend to create bridges

allowing bacteria and virus entry. Hence eliminating such bridges allows for less complication.



Sensing portions may be fixed to the supporting body MESH e.g. via electro-spinning process

as will be detailed in the following. A supporting layer LAY is arranged in between layers of

cover COV. I.e. a first layer of cover material is electro-spun onto the body MESH, then the

supporting layer as detailed above is applied onto this layer and another layer of cover

material is electro-spun onto the covered body MESH and the supporting layer LAY thereby

providing for a stable (adhesive) arrangement. Such a tissue stent 1 according to the

invention may even be crimped towards a delivery system (geode wire, etc.) without harming

the sensor portions.

As can be seen in figure 4 , the sensing portions Si, S2 may be arranged on the inside (not

shown) or the outside of the supporting body MESH.

The only requirement is that the pressure sensor Spre ssure of the sensing portion Si, S2, ... are

able to detect a respective pressure at the location within the passage. Hence, it is not

necessary that the pressure sensor is in fluidic communication with the passage. I.e. even the

pressure sensor may be covered if the cover COV does allow for sensing pressure below the

cover COV. Therefore, the production is inexpensive as stripping or shielding of the cover

COV at the pressure sensor Spre ssure is obviated.

The supporting layer LAY as can be seen in figures 5 , 6 , 8 and 10 is preferably an elongated

small strip which is provided preferably in parallel to an axis of the passage on top of the

supporting body MESH. The supporting structure may provide for added flexibility by

providing portions of even more reduced size such that more bending is allowed in certain

regions thereby adding for the flexibility of the overall tissue stent 1.

As can be seen in Figure 8 and 10 in the bottom portion, the supporting layer LAY of a sensor

portion may comprise one or more securing means such as holes allowing for securing the

supporting layer LAY towards the supporting body either in addition to or as an alternative to

an adhesive layer of the cover COV ontop of the supporting body MESH as described before.

I.e. the securing means allows for suturing the supporting layer towards the supporting body

MESH.



In addition, the supporting body MESH may provide for securing means allowing for securing

the end portions of the tissue sent 1 towards vessels and/or tissue. For example the

supporting body MESH may provide for holes allowing for suturing the tissue stent 1 towards

vessels and/or tissue.

The supporting layer LAY is preferably arranged substantially parallel with respect to an axis

formed by the passage of the tissue stent 1. Thereby (as shown in Figures 8 and 10) the

supporting layer LAY does not inhibit compression / decompression of the tissue stent 1 for

delivery. To allow for such an arrangement, the supporting layer LAY may be fixed to the

mesh MESH at one or more locations, whereby fixing may also encompass flexible material

to accommodate displacement of fixing points of the mesh when being compressed /

decompressed.

Furthermore, the supporting layer LAY may provide for a different shape as will be also

further detailed with respect to Figures 10 and 1 1 .

Preferably the components of the sensing portion are miniaturized. In particular surface

mounted devices (SMD) may be used. Also some of the functionality, e.g. the evaluation unit

and / or the memory and / or the transmission unit and / or the energy harvesting unit may be

integrated into a chip or a chip arrangement or in a system in package (SIP) arrangement.

In particular, SMD inductivities may be used for the energy harvesting and storage portion

BAT. Also bare dies, i.e. electronic elements without their typical housing, may be used

allowing for a reduced height and increased flexibility. This is possible as the covering COV is

protecting the dies from any harmful impact. Alternatively or in addition the electronics of the

sensing portions may also be covered by another polymer or a silicone type covering.

To allow for increased range of the transmission of data / information, the sensing portions

may allow for relative high voltages, e.g. provided by a charge pump and/or by means of

inductivities.

Energy harvesting may be performed e.g. by arranging one or more inductivities L 1 , L2.

Preferably a plurality of inductivities is provided.

It is furthermore preferred when providing multiple inductivities for energy harvesting that the

directions of main sensitivity of the multiple inductivities are arranged such that the directions



are not in parallel (but preferably orthogonal to each other) to ensure that irrespective of the

main direction of energy provided by a "receiving unit" (a maximum of) energy may be

harvested.

Furthermore, the inductivities may be selected such that they are part of a resonant circuit

having a like resonant frequency as the frequency provided by the "receiving unit". The

resonant frequency may also be used to generate a clock signal for the electronic E / sensors

using inverters.

The harvested energy may be stored in one or more high-C capacitors (arranged in parallel).

To ensure smooth operation of the circuitry provided on the tissue stent further up- and/or

down conversion of the voltage stored in said high-C capacitors may be provided to offer one

or more constant voltage towards electronic components of the tissue stent necessitating

such constant voltage.

High voltages may also be beneficially used for communication by the tissue stent 1. E.g. the

data communication may be provided by high voltage pulses having a small pulse width of

e.g. 1 µ . The duration is selected such that inductivity L is charged (near to) maximum

energy. The falling edge is such that for a sufficient long time a high voltage is provided at the

inductivity. E.g. the high voltage may be around and even above 100 V. After decline of the

voltage the next pulse is transmitted. To enable such high voltages the electronics E or at

least parts thereof may be produced in a Highvoltage-CMOS process.

The system design allows for a coding of the data / information for added reliability of the

transmission. Such coding may encompass error detection such as cyclic redundancy checks

and error correction such as forward error correction schemes. However the use of higher

coding schemes such as turbo coding is thereby not excluded. Preferably such issues are

subject to higher layers of a respective data transmission protocol.

The system may even allow for training sequences and a coding negotiation of the wireless

sending portion TX towards a data receiving unit. The receiving unit may even be arranged to

instigate retransmission of data / information upon detecting errors and may even instruct a

different, e.g. a more reliable, transmission scheme. There might be a plurality of

transmission schemes having different properties which are subject to negotiation of the



communicating entities. Preferably such issues are subject to higher layers of a respective

data transmission protocol.

E.g. to enable transfer at large distances one may foresee that in a first data transmission

data is send with error correction and even error detection bits added such that minor errors

may still be detected. When the receiving portion detects errors which may not resolved the

receiving portion may instruct the tissue stent 1 to retransmit some or all data with a higher

error detection property. Obviously, subject to the error detection scheme this may adaptively

escalated or de-escalated as needed to accommodate a respective channel.

Alternatively or in addition the impedance of the wireless energy transmission towards the

energy harvesting BAT may be such that a control circuit controls MOS-varactors that a

maximum voltage in the energy harvesting section (resonant circuit) is achieved. In an

embodiment, it may be provisioned that in case the voltage exceeds a certain threshold, the

tissue stent 1 may signal this situation (or may even indicate a norm indicative of the excess)

such that the "data receiving unit" may reduce its transmission power.

As the electronics E is low-power and due to a packetized data communication having small

clock cycles, the harvested energy may allow for autonomous operation of the tissues stent

for long periods. That ist, even though the patient is out of reach of a receiving unit, the

harvested energy allows for autonomous operation of the stent for time periods in the range

of minutes, to hours and even several days.

It is noted that data transmission from the receiving unit towards the tissue stent may by

repeated within a multiple period of the resonant period of the receiving resonant circuit. In

doing so, energy harvesting is enabled while ensuring reception of the data.

Data measured by sensors may be stored in a non-volatile memory. Storage may be bitwise.

To minimize storage it is preferred to store deviations of following values with respect to an

initial stored value / threshold instead of absolute values to better utilize storage resources.

As the tissue stent 1 may offer a plurality of sensors it is preferred that the signals may be

multiplexed. That is the sensors may be powered and measured individually. The

measurements may be performed in a periodic manner or upon certain events. A particular

sequence of measurements may also be foreseen. That is, the retrieval of sensor data is



extremely flexible. In a flexible arrangement care must be taken to store sensor data

appropriately (as well as to communicate sensor data appropriately) such that the sensor

data may still be attributed towards a specific sensor. This also allows for reduced energy

consumption.

To allow for multiple tissue stents 1 to communicate with a receiving unit (e.g. stents of the

same patient and/or stents of a plurality of patients) the sending period of the tissue stents 1

may be triggered by a targeted request to a particular tissue stent or by a different time basis

provided for each tissue stent. E.g. the time basis is determined by the start of operation of a

respective tissue stent whereby the time frame used for communication is rather small

compared to the interval between consecutive time frames. That is the likelihood of a collision

of data is minimized.

The energy harvesting and storage portion BAT may allow for inductive coupling. Therefore,

the an energy harvesting and storage portion BAT may comprise as shown in Figure 7 or 9 a

plurality of inductivities L2 arranged within resonant circuits. It may even be foreseen that

energy transmission towards the energy harvesting and storage portion BAT is performed will

transmitting data from the "receiving unit" outside the patient towards the sensing portion(s) of

a tissue stent 1 inside the patient.

The circuitry of an embodiment of the sensing portions may even allow for adaption of the

transmitted power, e.g. by measuring a voltage attained within the sensing portion by means

of the energy harvesting and storage portion BAT and if the voltage attains or exceeds a

certain threshold, it is indicated towards the "receiving unit" that the power transmitted

towards the an energy harvesting and storage portion BAT may be reduced.

The energy harvesting and storage portion BAT as shown in figures 7 and 9 may comprise

one or more capacities, in particular having high capacity. The storage capacity may be

increased by usage of capacities in parallel.

The energy provided by the energy harvesting and storage portion BAT is sufficient that the

sensing portion may operate autonomously for a certain period of time allowing for

repowering the energy harvesting and storage portion BAT in intervals, thereby allowing a

patient to perform a normal life through the majority of time. To accommodate different

charging situations, the sensing portion may comprise a unit for up and/or down conversion



such that the required voltage by the other units may be provided as necessary in a flexible

manner.

In the embodiment shown in Figure 9 in contrast to the embodiment shown in figure 7 only

needs a single coil / inductivity for plural functions. In this embodiment, the same coil /

inductivity may be used for data transmission as well as for energy harvesting. To enable

such operation a block "antenna switch control" is provided. It is noted that in most cases it is

not necessary to harvest energy and to communicate at the same time. By a respective type

of communication towards the stent also energy may be transferred along with the

communication. Nevertheless whether the coil / inductivity is used in parallel or in an

alternating manner for said purposes it is of particular relevance that the size of the stent may

be reduced dramatically, e.g. by about 1/3 compared to a double coil / inductivity

arrangement of Figure 7 , where each coil / inductivity l andl_2 has a specific purpose. When

using a coil / inductivity l of the energy harvesting BAT as a sending coil / inductivity it is

however necessary to provide an energy storage which may be embodied by a capacitor

s o age as indicated in Figure 9 .

The memory MEM shown in Figure 6 may be of a volatile or a non-volatile type. In particular

the memory MEM may comprise an EE(P)ROM or Flash memory. Storing of data allows for

a packetized transfer of a plurality of data towards a receiving unit thereby increasing energy

efficiency.

The storage of data as well as the transfer of data may be adapted to gain further efficiency

e.g. by storing only deviation with respect to a preceding value or with respect to an initial

value.

In Figure 10 and 11 and 12 another aspect of the invention is shown. In order to enable easy

placement in a human body, the tissue stent may be shrinked, e.g. by crimping, for delivery.

As some of the electronics E (e.g. as shown in figure 7 and 9) of the tissue stent 1, i.e. parts

of said at least two sensing portions S , S2, said energy harvesting and storage portion BAT,

and said wireless sending portion TX, are rather brittle and/or inflexible, it is preferred to

arrange / fix such parts substantially in parallel to a portion of the mesh MESH such that they

may be moved substantially with the mesh portion during expansion / compression.



Thereby it is enabled to shrink the electronic E for delivery and to expand the electronic once

in place.

Mesh portions used for arrangement / fixing of portions of the electronics E are preferably

inflexible compared to portions of the mesh acting as knots (crowns) of the mesh MESH.

It is noted that said parts are fixedly connected to said respective portion of the mesh MESH

each at one particular location.

Although one fixation of each art towards a respective portion may by sufficient, it may also

be provided that more than one fixation location is present. In that case - to allow shrinking /

expanding of the respective portion of the mesh MESH, the additional location allows for

movement in parallel to the respective portion of the mesh MESH during expansion /

compression. To enable such operation the fixation may be movable with respect to the

mesh portion and/or the fixation material may offer flexibility.

Obviously, in such a portioned arrangement of the electronics E the respective electrical

connections across portions are preferably flexible, e.g. wires W, so that they may bend

when the tissue stent is compressed / expanded / delivered.

As stated before, the invention may use any kind of near field communication system. I.e. the

invention may even allow a patient to read out / energize his or her stent via a near field

communication enabled home device, e.g. a mobile phone having a NFC interface, as an

exemplary receiving unit. The data received indicative of the passage may then be processed

and/or stored and/or forwarded towards a medical center for further analysis respectively

generation of warning messages in case of a suspected blockage of the passage which might

necessitate a re-intervention.



Claims

Tissue stent (1) for allowing passage of a fluid, the tissue stent (1) being suited for

implantation into the body of a mammal, the tissue stent ( 1 ) comprising:

• a body (MESH) forming said passage from an entry side (IN) towards an exit side

(OUT) when implanted,

• at least two sensing portions (S S2) , whereby a first sensing portion (S ) is

arranged near the entry side (IN) and whereby a second sensing portion (S2) is

arranged near the exit side (OUT), the first sensing portion (Si) and second sensing

portion (S2) being pressure sensors (Spressure) ,

• an energy harvesting and storage portion (BAT),

• a wireless sending portion (TX) for sending information indicative of the functional

conditions of the passage,

• an inductivity (L^,

• whereby the at least two sensing portions (S S2) and the wireless sending portion

(TX) are energized via the energy harvesting and storage section (BAT)

• whereby the inductivity (L^ is temporarily connected to the energy harvesting and

storage portion (BAT) allowing for energy harvesting, and whereby the inductivity

(l_i) when not connected to the energy harvesting and storage portion (BAT) is

temporarily connected to the wireless sending portion (TX) allowing for sending

information.

Tissue stent according to claim 1, whereby the tissue stent is covered with a

biocompatible cover (COV), in particular a PTFE-cover.

Tissue stent according to claim 2 , whereby parts of the sensing portions (Si,S 2) are

arranged within the biocompatible cover (COV).

Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 3 , whereby the wireless sending portion

(TX) is arranged to harvest energy provided by external electro-magnetical fields.



5 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 4 , whereby the wireless sending portion

(TX) is further arranged to evaluate sensor data received from the first and second

sensing portion (Si,S 2) before sending information indicative of the functional conditions

of the passage.

6 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 5 , whereby the tissue stent (1) is

arranged for being expanded during the implantation process.

7 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 6 , whereby the sensing portions (TX) and

/ or the wireless sending portion (TX) are arranged on a flexible supporting layer (LAY).

8 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 7 , whereby the wireless sending portion

(TX) is arranged for sending a unique identification (ID).

9 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 8 , further comprising a storage portion

(MEM) for storing information indicative of the functional conditions of the passage.

10. Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 9 , whereby the wireless sending portion

(TX) is conforming to a Near Field Communication Standard.

11. Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 10, whereby at least parts of said at least

two sensing portions (S S2) , said energy harvesting and storage portion (BAT), and said

wireless sending portion (TX) are arranged on different portions, whereby each portion is

arranged substantially in parallel to a portion of the mesh (MESH) such that they may be

moved substantially with the respective mesh portion during expansion / compression.

12 . Tissue stent according to claim 11, whereby said parts are interconnected by flexible

wires.

13 . Tissue stent according to claim 11 or 12, whereby said parts are fixedly connected to said

respective portion of the mesh (MESH) each at one particular location.



14. Tissue stent according to claim 13, whereby said parts are connected to said respective

portion of the mesh (MESH) each at another particular location, whereby the connection

allows for movement in parallel to the respective portion of the mesh (MESH) during

expansion / compression.

15 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 14, whereby in case of a failure in

communication the wireless sending portion (TX) is adapted to adapt communication

using a different coding scheme allowing for error correction.

16 . Tissue stent according to anyone of claims 1 to 15, whereby said energy harvesting and

storage portion (BAT) comprises one or more capacitors having high capacity

17. Use of a tissue stent (1) according to one of the preceding claims for detecting closing of

a stent within a liver.
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